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Enumerating Hamiltonian Cycles in A
2-connected Regular Graph Using Planar Cycle
Bases
Retno Maharcsi
Department of Information Technology
Faculty of Industrial Technology
Gunadarma University, Indonesia.
rmaharesi~staff.gunadarma.ac.id
Planar fundamental cycle basis belong to a 2-connected simple graph is used for
enumerating Hamiltonian cycles contained in the graph. This is because a fun-
damental cycle basis is easily constructed. Planar basis is chosen since it has a
weighted induced graph whose values are limited to 1. Hence making it is possible
to be used in the Hamiltonian cycle enumeration procedures efficiently. In this
paper a Hamiltonian cycle enumeration scheme is obtained through two stages.
Firstly, i cycles out of m bases cycles are determined using an appropriate con-
structed constraint. Secondly, to search all Hamiltonian cycles which are formed
by the combination of i basis cycles obtained in the first stage efficiently. This ef-
ficiency is achieved through the generation of a class of objects consisting of Ill-bit
binary strings which is a representation of i cycle combinations between m cycle
basis cycles.
Keywords: Cycle bases, Hamiltonian Cycles, enumeration, biconnected graph.
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